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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we shall report on a number of new systems for representing 
numbers in the theory of combinators and lambda forms. In fact-quite a new 
approach shall be given on the theory of combinators as a theory of com- 
putation. This approach will be purely mechanistic and fully applicable to 
implementations on a computer. The formulas and entities can be purely 
viewed as strings of symbols and the rules can be applied by a computer. One 
does not have to understand the rules to have them applied by a computer, 
although a human being is inclined to attach a significance to the strings of 
symbols representing formulas and results. 
A great many of the transformations and derivations have actually been 
produced on a computer and some of the results could only have been found 
with the help of the computer, as the complication of the formulas often 
becomes so great that a human being would very likely make errors in the 
deductions. In other cases results were first found with the help of the computer 
by a circuitous route and later these results were rederived by simpler human 
reasoning. Nevertheless some operators would never have been found with 
human reasoning alone. In the sequel these circuitous computer derivations will 
not always be given. Instead the operator will be presented as a “deus ex 
machina” with a proof found after the fact. 
The formulas in this title will be written with the barest possible notational 
devices, only using letters and parentheses, and spaces for separation. 
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Occasionally also digits are used, suggesting numbers, but they should formally 
be regarded as letters for forming identifiers. The notational paucity has been 
deliberately chosen to make the system easily implementable on any computer. 
In the appendix an actual implementation of the system is given in the language 
LISP, making use of exactly the notation as used in the article. 
1. AXIOMS 
The theory of combinators is well known for years, but we prefer to give the 
axioms in our own machine oriented form as there are some essential differ- 
ences. In particular the rules will always operate in a deterministic way. Hence 
the Church-Rosser property will lose much of its significance in our theory. If 
there are two different paths, that both end, then according to the Church- 
Rosser theorem, the results will be the same. In our calculus only one predeter- 
mined path will be followed. In that way the Curry paradox is completely 
circumvented. In chapter 12 this problem will be elucidated further. 
Axiom 1 
Our universe of discourse shall consist of entities which are strings of letters 
from a finite alphabet. As in the world of computers everything is finite, there 
will be an upper limit on the length of the strings so that the set of entities is also 
finite, although any definite length will not be specified here. In the language of 
computers these entities could be called identifiers and their length is usually 
limited to about 8 letters, which is sufficient for 2.82 x 10” objects. 
The point must be stressed that these identifiers are the entities. They do not 
denote some other object (except when used as an abbreviation, see further). 
Here the purely mechanistic approach must prevail. A human being wants to 
attach a meaning to an identifier. He wants the identifier to denote some 
abstract object. He still may do so, but for the sake of this theory it is not 
necessary to attach a meaning to identifiers. Examples of these entities are 
X Y Z A B THING NUMBER but also + A23. All marks except parentheses 
are considered to be letters. 
Axiom 2 
Every object can be applied to every other object and the result is again an 
object in our universe of discourse. Application will be denoted by simple 
juxtaposition and parentheses will be used to indicate grouping or order of 
application. E.g. (X Y) will denote a new object, that is the result of applying X 
to Y. 
Axiom 3 
Application will proceed from left to right if not indicated otherwise by 
parentheses. Hence (X Y Z) will be the same as ((X Y) Z), i.e. first X is 
applied to Y and the resulting entity is then applied to Z. But (X (Y Z)) is a 
different object. Spaces around parentheses have no other significance than to 
improve readability. 
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Axiom 4 The A-rule 
The object A has the following special property 
(A X Y Z) * (X Z (Y Z)) 
I.e. When A is applied to three other objects, the formula reduces to the right- 
hand side. When there is no risk of misunderstanding, the reduction shall be 
often denoted by and = symbol, but it must be understood that the application 
of the A-rule always works from left to right. 
Axiom 5 The K-rule 
The object K has the following special property 
(K X Y) * W) 
or X for shortness. I.e. when K is applied to two other objects, the formula 
reduces to the right-hand side. 
Axiom 6 
If any of the above rules can be applied, the leftmost will be done first. I.e. 
(A (K X Y) Z W) will first be reduced to (K X Y W (Z W)) before K is 
coming into action. Only then K is on the first place producing X W(Z W). 
Axiom 6 rules out the alternative route of first reducing (K X Y) on the inside 
to X and then reducing (A X Z W), although in this case the result would be 
the same. 
Axiom 7 
If nothing can be done on the outside, only then the algorithm will proceed 
on the inside of the first pair of parentheses to see if the A-rule or K-rule can be 
applied. E.g. (A X(K Y Z)W) * (X W(K Y Z W)). Nothing can be done 
with X as it has no special properties, hence the inside K comes into action, 
producing (X W(Y W)). 
Axiom 8 
The reduction rules are applied step by step until nothing can be done 
anymore, or perhaps the rules can be applied without coming to a stop. As this 
calculus has been proved equivalent to Turing machines, the halting problem is 
equally unsolvable. 
Axiom 9 
If an operator has too many objects following to be applied to, the super- 
fluous objects will be kept unchanged. E.g. 
(A X Y Z P Q R) *(X Z(Y Z)P Q R) 
If there are too few objects, nothing will happen. E.g. 
(A X Y) cannot be reduced 
as the A-rule cannot be applied. 
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Axiom 10 
For convenience often occurring forms will be abbreviated by an identifier. 
The expansion of an abbreviation only takes place, when the abbreviation 
comes on the position of the first and left object of a form under consideration. 
The reason for not expanding inside abbreviations is that in recursive forms this 
could lead to infinite expansion, while on the other hand these forms with inside 
abbreviations could very well disappear by application of an earlier applied K 
operator. In accordance with axiom 6 this calculus leaves no choice. 
When in a later chapter the lambda notation will be introduced, this set of 
axioms will be augmented by further rules and the letter L will be set aside as a 
denotation of lambda, as most computers cannot handle greek letters. 
2. ABBREVIATIONS 
In this chapter a number of currently used abbreviation shall be introduced. 
They are extensively treated in literature, so their introduction shall be very 
short. For a more extensive treatment see [l] and [3]. 
DEFINITION: 
I = (A K K) 
Applying I to an object X we get: 
(I X) * (A K K X) * (K X(K X)) * X 
Hence this operator shall be called the identity operator. 
Remark that any definition I = (A K Z) where Z is an arbitrary object 
would be as good as the one given, as Z will drop out in the reduction. 
DEFINITION: 
B = (A(K A)K) 
Applying B to one object gives 
@ W * (AK Xl) 
To two objects 
(B X Y) * (A(K X)Y) 
To three object: 
(B X Y Z) * (A(K A)K X Y Z) * (K A X(K X)Y Z) * 
* (A(K X)Y Z) * (K X Z(Y Z)) * (X(Y Z)) 
Hence this operator can be called a grouping operator for putting parentheses. 
DEFINITION: 
W=(A A(K I)) 
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Application to one argument: 
(W X) * (A A(K 1)X) * (A X(K I X)) * (A X I) 
Application to two arguments: 
(W X Y) * (A X I Y) - (X Y(1 Y)) * (X Y Y) 
Hence W could be called a duplication operator. 
DEFINITION: 
C =(A(B B A)(K K)) 
This gives 
(C W * (WA WW 
(C X Y) * (A X(K V) 
(C x Y Z) * (X z Y) 
Hence this operator could be called an exchange operator. 
In the sequel these four abbreviations I, B, W and C shall be used freely. 
The operator (K I) annihilates the first object from two following objects. 
(K I X Y) * (I Y) * Y 
(C I) is a pure interchange operator. 
(C I x Y) * (I Y X) * (Y X) 
In the same (W I) is a pure duplication operator. 
(W I X) * (I x X) * (X X) 
3. EXTENSIONALITY 
The combinators (A K) and (K I) are certainly not equal. They both cannot 
be reduced with the axioms given here. However, if both are applied to two 
arbitrary objects, they have the same result: 
(A K X Y) * (K Y(X Y)) * Y 
and also 
(K I X Y) * (I Y) * Y 
In a sense these combinators could be called equal. This is the principle of 
extensionality: 
if Y X: (F X)=(G X) thenF=G 
For a constructivist this is a dangerous principle, as it is not possible to verify 
the equality for all X. It is however possible to build up the theory by taking 
(A K) = (K I) as an axiom together with a few more. This has been done for 
example in Stenlund [4]. As the results can be more easily derived with the 
principle than with the extra axioms, we shall use the principle occasionally. 
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The following theorem can be derived by the principle: 
(A(K X)1)=X 
PROOF: 
(A(K X)1 Y) * (K X Y(1 Y)) * (X Y) 
4. THE C SYSTEM 
Practically the only known system for representation of numbers with 
combinators is the system of Church. There is another system mentioned in 
Bohm [7] which is not worked out, but workable, and a system of Scott, 
mentioned in Curry [2], p. 261, which does not give rise to nice representations 
of numbers. 
We shall present the Church numbers here in our own style. If natural 
numbers are regarded as objects or operators, then they work on two other 
objects, namely the kind of object to be counted and the kind of action done for 
counting. We speak about two chairs, two sheep etc. but the number two is 
abstracted from the kind of objects counted. Also the action to count does not 
appear in the abstract number. One can count, or tick or map. Hence we could 
say that the operator 2, applied to COUNTing of SHEEP will give: 
(2 COUNT SHEEP) * (COUNT (COUNT SHEEP)) 
i.e. the action of counting is applied twice to the object SHEEP, or better 
stated: the second COUNT is applied to an already once counted sheep, 
resulting in a sheep counted twice. As the notion of number is abstracted from 
counting or sheep, the number can be applied to any object, giving a concrete 
representation: 
(2 x Y) * w (X YN 
As (1 X Y) has to give (X Y) has result and (I X Y) gives the same result we 
can say 1 = I. In a similar way (0 X Y) * Y as the action X is not applied at 
all. The same result is produced by (K I X Y) hence: 
O=(K I) 
To derive a general expression for the successor one can reason backward: 
which combinator could be reduced to this result? For example: 
(2 X Y) has to reduce to (X(X Y)). 
Now 
(X(X Y)) t (B X X Y) t (W B X Y) hence 2= (W B) 
This can be further simplified to 
(W B) * (A A(K 1)B) * (A B(K I B)) = (A B I) 
From this we can suspect that a general form for the successor is (A B) as 
(A B) applied to I = 1 gives 2. Let us abbreviate the successor with S 
S=(A B) 
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To verify that now also the successor of zero is one we apply: 
(S 0 X Y) * (A B 0 X Y) * (B X(0 X)Y) * (X(0 X Y)) * 
* (X Y) -+ (I X Y) hence (S 0) = I. 
The letter S is often used in the current literature for the combinator that was 
introduced here as A. The reason was that we wanted to reserve the letter S for 
Successor. 
We shall not give an extensive derivation of the combinators for addition, 
multiplication and taking to the power. They have been given elsewhere. See 
e.g. Rosenbloom [3] p. 121-122 or Church [8]. The results are (see appendix A) 
+ = (B A(B B)) 
; :;I) 
Hence e.g. 
(B 2 3 X Y) * (XWWW(X Y)))))) * (6 X Y) 
Before going on with the decision operator and the predecessor it is better to 
develop an alternative notation, the lambda forms. 
5. LAMBDA FORMS 
Until now only definite objects played a role, although in (A X Y Z) one 
could take arbitrary objects instead of X, Y and Z. The notion of variable, for 
which such an arbitrary object may be substituted had no place. The notation 
of lambda form was introduced by Church [8], although the notion must have 
existed before. We shall reserve the letter L for lambda from this moment on 
and use the notation: 
(L X( form containing X and other objects)) 
In this form X is called a bound variable or in accordance with the usual 
terminology in programming languages a formal variable. In the theory of 
lambda forms the formal variable X may be replaced by another letter as long 
as this does not conflict with a free variable. This is called alpha reduction. 
Lambda forms can be applied to an argument, also called actual parameter in 
programming languages. E.g. 
(L X( form containing zero or more X ) Z) 
This reduces to a form where Z is consistently substituted for every occurrence 
of X and the surrounding (L X . . . ) omitted. This is called beta reduction. 
Lambda forms of more than one variable can always be written as nested 
lambda forms of one variable, so there is no need to introduce a special 
notation for it. E.g. 
(L X(L Y(X Y X)) P Q) * (L Y(P Y P) Q) * (P Q P) 
According to our axiom 6 the leftmost L X first assimilates P, then the inside 
L Y assimilates Q 
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We shall now define lambda forms by means of the Schonfinkel axioms in 
terms of combinators 
Axiom 11 (L X X) = I where X is not a definite object but a variable 
Axiom 12 (L X Y) = (K Y) with Xf Y 
Axiom 13 (L X (P Q)) = (A(L X P)(L X Q)) 
The first rule states that if the body of the form is the formal variable itself, 
the form can be reduced to the combinator I. This is motivated by applying 
(L X X) to an arbitrary object. According to the informally introduced beta 
reduction we should get 
(L X X N) * N = (I N) 
which is the same result as we would get by applying I 
The second rule is motivated informally by 
(LXYN)*Y=(KYN) 
When N is substituted in a body, only consisting of Y, the N disappears. 
The third rule enables one to break down any composite form, here written as 
(P Q) where P and Q may be other forms themselves. An informal motivation 
could run as follows. Suppose that P and Q are functions of X themselves: 
P = (F X) and Q = (G X) 
Then 
(L X(F X(G X)) N) * (A(L X P)(L X Q)N) * 
* 6 X P W X Q W * 0 N(Q N)) * (A P Q N) 
An extremely useful reduction is obtained by: 
(L X(F X)) * (A(L X F)(L X X)) * (A(K F)I) 
But this last form has the same effect as F according to formula { 1) on page 6. 
This is called eta reduction and in fact involves the same principle of abstraction 
as the application of the rule of extensionality. Indeed: 
(L XV WN) * (F N) 
when (L X(F X)) is applied to an arbitrary N and this has the same effect as 
applying F directly to N 
Now the A combinator could be written: 
A = (L X(L Y(L Z(X Z(Y Z))))) 
and 
K = (L X(L Y X)) 
In this form A can also assume significance when partially parametrized. E.g. 
(A P Q) = (L X(L Y(L Z(X Z(Y Z))))P Q) * 
* (L Y(L W W ZD) Q) * CL W Z(Q Z))) 
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When a human being tries to apply the three lambda axioms to reduce 
lambda forms to combinators he will be thrown off the track very easily as the 
complication of the forms quickly progresses beyond the humanly endurable 
limit of error free handling. The computer program will not be so error prone 
and will often produce simpler result, although necessarily expressed in A and K 
alone (with an occasional I, as the I’s are not reduced to A K K). For a human 
being a wiser track to follow is doing backward reductions in the style of 
(X (Y Z)) = (B X Y Z) thereby producing results expressed in A, K, B, W, 
C and I. This is better for human consumption. 
6. DECISIONOPERATORS 
A necessity for every programming language is a decision function to choose 
between two alternatives. A zero test plays an important role in the stopping 
criterion for recursive functions. In ALGOL this could be written as: 
if N# 0 then X else Y 
The most essential property of this form is that it does not behave as a function, 
which evaluates all its arguments before it is applied, but it does not evaluate 
the argument that is not selected. Bernays found such a form for combinators 
of which the following form embodies the essential idea 
IF = (L N(L X(L Y(N(K X)Y)))) 
This form has the same effect as the ALGOL program above. 
PROOF: Applying the form to 0 = (K I) gives: 
(K I(K X)Y) * (I Y) * Y 
Remark that the term with X is dropped before ever reaching the front end of 
the string, where it would be evaluated. 
In a similar way for any Nf 0 the form becomes: 
(N (K X) Y) * (K X ( . . . (K X Y)...) * X 
where there are N applications of K X in the right hand form. Again Y is 
dropped before ever being evaluated. 
The IF operator can also be expressed as a combinator as follows: 
(N(K X)Y) = (B N K X Y) * (C B K N X Y) 
by backwards reduction. Hence: 
IF = (C B K) 
a particularly simple form. As all pure combinators, it has the advantage that 
there can never be any confusion on the binding range of variables as there are 
none. 
For some time it was believed that a proper predecessor function could not be 
made until Kleene found a solution. We shall not give the derivation, only the 
results. 
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The predecessor could recursively be defined by 
(P 0) = 0 
(P(S N)) = N where N is a number 20 
This is the usual definition written in our combinator notation. But there is 
something amiss in this kind of formulation. How can we see that the prede- 
cessor of the successor of N is equal to N? We have no test for equality yet! 
There is however a zero test. Hence we could proceed as follows: two numbers 
are equal, when their predecessors are equal and when both recursions reach 
zero simultaneously. But that requires the predecessor function! 
The predecessor can be defined by: 
D = (L X(L Y(L N(N(K Y)X)))) 
= (W ‘X(C B K)))) 
This is a slightly modified test function 
G = (L FWW OMF 0))) 
= NW D W(A(A BW K))W 1))) 
and at last the predecessor P 
P = (L N(N G(K 0)l) 
= (A(A(A UK GMWW INMK 1)) 
or written in terms of A and K alone: 
P = (A(A(A(A K K)(K(A(A(K A)(A(K(A(A K K)))(A(K K)(A 
W W(A(A K WWW K W)NMW WCWW(A(K AM) 
VW K K)WW K KN))))N)(WW(A K WMK(A K K))) 
It shall be clear that this terribly complicated result has been produced by the 
computer program. See appendix A. The same computer program easily 
computes e.g. 
(P 3 x Y) * (X(X Y)) 
We shall later find much simpler forms for the predecessor. 
This kind of predecessor could be called the complete predecessor, being 
defined for 0 as well as for all other values of N. It is very well possible to work 
with what we shall call the incomplete predecessor, that is only defined for 
N#O. Let us call this PP for the moment. Then the complete predecessor can 
always be expressed as: 
P = (L N(IF N(PP N)(K I))) 
which says that if N # 0 then PP shall be used, otherwise the answer is zero. 
With the help of the predecessor it is possible to express subtraction. 
N - 1 = (P N) and N z 2 = (P(P N)) 
In general: 
N - M = (M P N) I (C I P M N) I (C(C I P)N M) 
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Hence 
z = (C(C I P)) 
The calculus developed so far can be used to define recursive functions. E.g. 
the factorial function can be expressed as: 
FAC = (L N(IF N(B N(FAC(P N)))I)) 
or in words: if N # 0 then multiply ( = B ) the number with the factorial of the 
predecessor of N, otherwise the result is one. The recursive appearance of FAC 
within the definition of FAC itself does not cause any problems as the abbre- 
viation FAC will only be expanded to its full form when it stands in front of the 
form. The final test will discard the non-chosen branch. If that branch would be 
expanded in its own right, this would lead to an infinite expansion. 
A bit of formula juggling can express FAC in combinators as follows: 
FAC = (A(A IF(A B(B FAC P)))(K I)) 
= (C(B(B(B(B(A A(K(K I)))(A IF))(A B))B)P FAC) 
= (QQ FAC) 
where QQ is an abbreviation for a pure non-recursive combinator as written on 
the previous line, which is applied to FAC. 
FAC could be regarded as a fix-point of the combinator QQ; when QQ is 
applied to FAC, the result is again FAC. 
7. THE RECURSION OR FIX-POINT OPERATOR 
The question is: is there an operator that could produce a fix-point of another 
operator. The answer is yes. Curry found a whole class of such operators. He 
called them paradoxical combinators. We shall call them recursion combinators 
or fix-point operators and shall abbreviate with R. One of the explicit forms 
given for R by Curry is 
R = (W A(B W B)) 
When 
Q = (F Q) 
then 
Q = (R F) 
PROOF: 
Q=(RF) 
= (W A(B W B)F) 
= (B W B F(B W B F)) 
= (W(B F)(B W B F)) = (B F(B W B F)(B W B F)) 
= (F (B W B F(B W B F))) 
But the second component of the last line is exactly the same as the term two 
lines before, which was an expansion of Q, hence 
Q = (F (B W B F(B W B F))) = (F Q) 
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This recursion operator works perfectly well. E.g. if we take the non- 
recursive combinator QQ from the previous paragraph we get: 
CR QQ 3 X Y) - WWWWX Y)NN) = (6 X Y) 
i.e. FAC(3) = 6 . 
There is a much nicer formulation for R than the explicit form given above. 
THEOREM: The fix-point operator R is itself a fix-point of (A I) 
One could write 
R = (A I R) 
This identity is hinted at in Curry [2] but the full consequence has been found 
independently by Van der Mey. 
PROOF: 
Q = @ F) 
* (A I R F) 
* (1 F@ F)) 
* (F Q) 
which completes the proof. 
This most elegant theorem enables us to eliminate recursion without even 
knowing an explicit form of R. The last form of R works even better, i.e. in less 
reduction steps than the explicit form. 
There are many more possibilities to find implicit recursion operators. Two 
examples will be given here. Starting again from Q = (F Q) we suppose that 
the fix-point can be found by Q = (H F H). Then 
(H F H) = (F (H F H) 
* (B F(H F)H) = (A B H F H) 
from which the following recursion operator is derived 
H = (A B H) = (S H) 
Is it purely accidental that the successor is appearing here? 
Another possibility is to put Q = (M M F M) 
Then after some manipulation we get 
M = (B S M) 
The H operator works as fast (i.e. in about the same number of reduction steps) 
as the implicit R when applied in practical programs. They are both faster than 
the explicit form of R. See appendix B. 
R works perfectly well in conjunction with an ending recursive function. But 
trying to expand R in its own right or trying to convert it to lambda notation 
will put the conversion program into an infinite loop or it will use up all 
available memory. 
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8. SIMPLIFICATION OF COMBINATOR FORMS 
Suppose we are given a combinator e.g. (A(K I)) . How do we know that this 
combinator cannot be simplified and how can we mechanize this simplification 
process? One way is to adjoin a sufficient number of objects for the A and K 
rules to be applied: 
(A(K 1)X Y) * (K I Y(X Y)) 
* (1(X V) 
* (X Y) -= (I x Y) 
hence (A(K I)) = I. This method is not easily mechanized. Only in the 
simplest cases this method leads to success. 
A much better method is to transform the combinator form to a lambda 
form. Where in the combinator A rule the application can only be made when 
three objects are present, the lambda form does not suffer from this restriction. 
Another problem is: what should we call the simplest form? Is AK simpler 
than KI? We could count the number of A’s and K’s used and call the form with 
the least number of A’s and K’s the simplest but again this makes life very 
difficult. From a great many experiments made by the computer program to 
transform to lambda form and back it has appeared that in almost all cases the 
form is returned in what a human being could appreciate as the simplest form. 
Sometimes a form is produced that has an unexpected sequence of A’s and K’s 
but is quite correct. See appendix F. 
9. ALTERNATIVE BASES FOR COMBINATORS 
In this presentation the theory of combinators was founded on two 
elementary combinators A and K. In Curry [l] p. 183 it is proved that it is not 
possible to set up the theory on only one combinator; the elimination property 
of K could never be neutralized if present in one single combinator. On the 
other hand A embodies three other principles: regrouping, duplication and 
interchange, and these three components can be singled out as exemplified by 
the combinators B, W and C. 
Rosser [lo] p. 128 has given an alternative basis for the calculus without K 
with the help of the identity I and with 
J = (L F(L X(L Y(L Z(F X(F Z Y)))))) 
We shall propose an alternative combinator for A that can do all we want. 
AA = (L X(L Y(L Z(Y Z(X Z))))) 
This only involves a minor interchange in the definition. Hence 
AA = (C A) and A = (C AA) 
Without further derivation the following formulas can now be stated. 
I = (AA Z K) where Z is arbitrary 
w = (AA I) 
ROT = (AA K(K AA)) = (L X(L Y(L Z(Y Z X)))) Rotation 
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B = (AA K(K(C AA))) 
C = (AA(K ROT)ROT) = (AA(K(AA K(K AA)))(AA K(K AA)) 
A = (ROT AA ROT) = (AA(K AA)(AA K(K AA))) 
AA = (A(K(A A))K) 
Another proposal by Schaap is to introduce two basic combinators Q and T 
Q = (L X I) = (K I) 
Q is here described in terms of the old combinators to describe its action clearly. 
Q eliminates the first argument following it. 
T = (L U(L X(L Y(L Z(U(X Z(Y Z))Y) )))) 
Then 
(T Q Q X Y) * (Q(Q Y(X Y)W) * X = (K X Y) 
K = (T Q Q) {or (T Q X) with arbitrary X} 
and 
A = (T K) 
1 = (Q Q) 
Because of axiom 6, this does not lead to inconsistencies (e.g. (Q(Q X)Q) ). 
For a slightly cheating solution of a system with only one basic combinator 
see page 24 of this article. 
10. SOME UNCONVENTIONAL DERIVATIONS 
Let us consider the application of a lambda form in two variables to entities: 
CL X0-. Y (F X YN P Q) 
where (F X Y) represents a form containing the bound variables X and Y. We 
shall now prove that we can apply the lambda axioms to this form, including 
the L itself, as if it were an ordinary object. This can separate the body from the 
L X or even the L from the X. Nevertheless everything goes well as shown 
below: 
CL X6 Y(F X WF Q) 
= (A(L X(L Y))(L X(F X Y)) P Q) 3rd lambda axiom 
= (L X(L Y)P (L X(F X Y)P) Q) A-rule 
= (A(L X L)(L X Y)P (L X(F X Y)P)Q) 3rd lambda axiom 
= (L X L P(L X Y P) (F P Y) Q) A-rule 
= (K L P (K Y P) (F P Y) Q) 2nd lambda axiom 
= (L Y(F P Y) Q) K-rule twice 
= (F P Q) 
In the term (L X(F X Y)P) the derivation has been abbreviated and some steps 
have been done simultaneously for shortness. We see that L can be treated as an 
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ordinary object. Perhaps this may not have a human significance, the formal 
derivation stays correct. We could compare this kind of process with what 
happens inside a compiler for a higher programming language. During 
compilation the textual components of the resulting program are handled sepa- 
rately as pure letters without significance in themselves, the resulting composed 
text becomes a program to which again a meaning can be attached. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of this kind of formal derivations, consider 
the fix-point of lambda (sic!). This would be an object with the following 
reduction: 
T * (L T) 
Now we can show that the (restricted) predecessor in the Church system can 
be written 
PP = (C(B C)T) 
Let us apply this predecessor to an arbitrary number N # 0 
(PP N X Y) * (C(B C)T N X Y) 
* (BCNTXY) 
* (C(N T)X Y) 
* (N T Y X) 
* (T (N-l T Y) X) T in front produces (L T) 
* (L T(N - 1 T Y) X) but this is an ordinary 
lambda form in T * (N-l X Y) by beta reduction, and 
this is exactly the predecessor of N applied to the usual two arbitrary objects. 
The normal mathematical notation N - 1 has been used for shortness. This 
wonderful operator may be against proper reasoning, but it works and is much 
faster than the previously given P and very much shorter as well! 
The first derivation of lambda forms is due to Schaap and the fix-point of 
lambda and the short predecessor are due to Van der Mey, later refined by Van 
der Poel. 
Another rationale, that the techniques used are not at all so counter-intuitive 
is found in the fact that this is exactly what happens in compiled programming 
languages. At one moment a compiled program is the object of a compiler and 
is manipulated as pure data. During these manipulations partially completed 
texts containing half baked lambda expressions may occur. Finally the 
produced string is the fully baked program and is put to action. Exactly the 
same process happens here. As long as the string has not reached the action 
point it can very well be in process of being compiled and thus appearing half 
baked. However, as soon as it reaches the action point at the beginning of the 
string, the lambda forms are complete and fully regular. 
In these respects this string manipulating calculus has many ideas in common 
with certain generalized macro-processors such as GPM and TRAC [12], [13]. 
Here also is only one string being operated upon according to certain rules. This 
string is at the same time working store and stack and the sharp dividing line 
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between the compile stage and the run stage of a process cannot be drawn. In 
the same way as the combinators these calculi derive their power from being 
untyped, so at one time they can operate upon objects as data, whereas at 
another time these results become the process itself. They all have the power of 
self-reference, of self-definability. 
(To be continued) 
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